[Social environment, biological embedding and social inequalities in health].
The social gradient in health refers to the fact that the higher individuals rise in the social hierarchy, the better is their health. Understanding the construction of this gradient is a major challenge in social epidemiology. An original approach consists in looking at how the different exposures (chemical, physical, behavioural, psychosocial…) associated with the social environment are ultimately expressed at the biological level influencing health positively or negatively, referring to the concept of biological embedding. Data from animal models and life course epidemiology have shed new light on the biological mechanisms potentially at play. Recent discoveries from the field of epigenetics provide a better understanding of how the social environment, especially the early environment, can influence biological functioning over the long term or even over several generations. The work on the biological embedding of the social environment in connection with epigenetics still needs to be very largely consolidated, but could constitute a change of perspective in human biology, particularly by reconsidering the influence of the environment on biological functioning, which is not without consequences in terms of public health interventions.